
 
 
 

Dartskins BAGOUT: Official Rules 

Players: 2-6 players  

Equipment: 

• Dartskins BAGOUT game and pins for set up (first, un-clip the number ring of the dartboard and pin to 
the dartboard). 

• Darts 
• Scorecard As shown: 

 

 

 

 

 

Gameplay: 

• Objective: Be the first player to successfully land all designated fish and complete "B-A-G-O-U-T" on 
your scorecard. 

• Catching Fish: You catch fish by hitting a sequence of 3 targets: 
1. Bait: Hitting a bait section allows you to choose a specific fish to target. 
2. Fish Target: After hitting a bait, aim for the corresponding fish target. A successful hit lets you 

proceed to the final step. 
3. Net: Finally, hit one of the nets beside the boat to "land" that fish. The scorer will complete a 

triangle on your scorecard for that fish, signifying it's caught. 
• Multiple Baits: You can set multiple baits at once, but you must catch fish in the order their baits were 

hit. 
• Snags: Hitting a snag icon removes progress. The scorer will erase either a bait or a completed fish/bait 

combo from your scorecard. 
o Removing Snags: Players must first hit the scissors target to clear a snag to resume fishing. 

Scoring: 

The scorer keeps track of your progress on the scorecard: 

• A hit bait earns a line drawn to start a triangle next to the corresponding fish letter. 
• A hit fish target adds a second line to the triangle. 
• A hit net completes the triangle for that fish, signifying it's caught. 

Winning: 
The first player to complete "B-A-G-O-U-T" by catching their bag of fish wins the game! 
On the Line is In: A dart touching the line between sections counts as hitting that section.           

                                         Love your Dartskins games? Find out more at: www.dartskins.co.uk 
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http://www.dartskins.co.uk/

